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NEW
MEXICO

LUSC May Back State Library Bond
State Schools Lose Estimated $1-1.5 Million Tuiti-on
The B"EF also requested its staff

By CASEY CHURCH
A general obligation bond issue
to raise funds for libraries in ail
the state's institutions is expected
to be introduced in the next
legislative session under the
sponsorship of the Legislative
Universities Study Committee.
At a Friday meeting with
several UNM delegates, the L USC
made this decision partly behind
closed doors.
Don Stuart, executive assistant
director of the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF),
reported on the LUSC action to
the BEF Saturday during
discussion of UNM's budget
request.
Stuart said the bond revenue
would be distributed and
•. administered by the BEF.
He said the "main focus" of the
l.USC annual report to the
legislature "would deal with the
library situation in the 4 - year institutions," and added that the
bond legislation was scheduled to
be introduced "early in the
session.''
Chester Travelstead, UNM vice
president for academic affairs,
said UNM would not press for the
$500,000 requested for library
acquisitions if the bond issue were
passed by the legislature. He
added howevers UNM would press
for the full operating budget
request for UNM, and if the bond
issue defeated, try to reinstate the
$500,000.

to "re-evaluate" funds for the

II
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William McConnell

universities libraries, "up and
beyond" the institution request.
New figures on proposed library
expenditures will be reported to
the BEF at their December
meeting.
Travclstcnd said the UNM
delegates were "well received, by
the committee, and said he was
questioned on the "operational
implications'' of increased funding
for library acquisitions.
Travelstead said UNM would
"build into its staff requests next
year personnel to handle the
added acquisitions."
The BEF has lowered the age of
majority to 18 for tuition
purposes in compliance with an
opinion issued by Attorney
General David Norvell Friday,
The opinion stated 18 • 20 ~
year • olds must be considered
adults for all legal purposes, to
comply with the Age of Majority
Bill passed in New Mexico last
year.
The BEF amended the
definition of minor to under 18,
and asked its staff to re-figure
tuition income caused by the
change.
Bill McConnell, BEF executive
secretary," estimated between $1
million and $1 and one-half
million would be lost to the
combined state's schools through
the change in majority definition

for tuition purposes.
The additional monies will be
sought from the legislature.
Additional study on the
financial details of the state's
assuming the costs oC operating
the Bernalillo County Medical
Center was requested from the
BEF staff.
Friday the Board had heard
Robert Stone, dean of the School
of Medicine, ask for $1.66 million
to assumE' th~ r~st of the
indebtedness on the facility.
Currently, th~ UNM Medical
School has been hired by
Bernalillo County to operate the
hospital.
Willis Smith, chairman of the
Bernalillo County Commission,
said negotiations are underway
between the commission and the
University, and added a
centralized medical facility such
as BCMC "was the only answer to
medical care in a sparsely
populated state.''
Questions raised by the BEF
members included sources of
money for ongoing operating
expenses, Currently operating
expenses come from a mill-levy in
the county. The levy ends in
1976.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
said ''It would not be feasible for
the hospital to be owned by the
University or by the state if the
county mill-levy was
discontinued.''

Solving Some Problems:

Union Board Cites lmpr·ovemenfs
During
71
in

By PAULA HOLLAND
In . recent months, the Union
Board has placed guards in the
Union-.... and has most recently
armed those guards.
The Union board has taken this
action at the culmination of a
growing trend of !(disrespect"
which is apparent in the Union,
said Union Director Vern Curtis.
The Union Board is the
governing body of the Union and
a committee of ASUNM and GSA
whose function is to formulate
policy for. the operation and
program of the Union.
Dogs
In a report to the Regents last
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June, the Union Board stated
several areas of improvement
including dogs in the Union, drug
abuse, theft and destruction, and
transients.
In March 1971, the dog
problem was brought out by Ron
Baum, former. n1anager of the
Union, lie said if the dogs were
not banned from the building, the
Union could be closed by the
Health Department.
A dogcatcher has been hired
and if dogs are not removed by
their owner the dog catcher is
then called.
Because of several instances
when pf'opl<' hud bP"n sP<'li <>('lling

capsules
the building and there
was evidence of' them taking drugs
in the restroorns, as well as the
high amount of theft and damage,
the Union Board last summer
recommended the use of police.
Unarmed Police
In the Regents report, "three
full•time, uniformed, but unarmed
policemen would be hired.
The committee specified
unarmed because in past
experience, "students have not
complained about the presence of
police but about the fact that
they were armed."
The use of firearms inflicts a
non·judkal!y imposed pPnalty fnr

in excess of the crime, bystanders
may be injured, and the fact that
force is often not necessary were
all factors in their decision, the
report summarized.
Not only was the decision made
to use guards, but guidelines were
set up as to the procedures used
when other problems were
encountered in the Union.
All drug abuse problems are to
be turned over to civil authorities
as well as all cases of theft and
vandalism in the Union done by
non-student&,
Those non-students arrested for
theft and vandalism would be
d('nif'rl U~P of thf" huilrUn~ ttndr>r

state law.
The managers of the Union
were given authority to ask people
to leave as well as to keep people
from sleeping soundly and not
just "dozing" while studying.
These precautions were ample
until late in October when several
incidents occurred causing
concern over the safety of not
only students in the Union but
employes as well.
The biggest problems occur in
the evening hours, said Curtis,
Many of the problems stem
from the non-students.
uwe have a c!ifferent crow(l
(Please 1

Opinion

editorial

Bond Issue Bestldea
A serious long-range approach to library
funding for the state's universities is
underway.
The Legislative Universities Study
Committee (LUSC) is seriously considering
asking the legislature to authorize a
statewide general obligation bond issue to be
used specifically for improvements at the
state's universities' libraries.
Such a bond issue would offer UNM
financial planners the security of a
continuing money inflow not subject to

The Source

Juan Gomez Wants to Know

By Carolyn Babb

yearly legislative whim.
Q. What is the history of the UNM President's house?
If the amount of the bond issue is high
enough, major improvements could be made, Must the president live there? Does it come with his job?
instead of piecemeal effort as has been the Have any presidents not lived there? B. R.
A. The president's home, located on the corner of Yale
case in the past.
and Roma, was built in 1930 and first occupied by former
We hope the LUSC decides to push for president James F. Zimmerman. Although it gives the
passage of the bond legislation in the session. appearance of adobe, the home is constructed of hollow clay
And we hope, on a broader scale, the library tile and brick. W. Miles Britte-lle was thE' arc.hitE'ct. It has been
improvement proposal is not buried under expanded slightly and redecorated since its construction, but
the major items in the governor's call to the nothing major has been done since 1955.
President Ferrel Heady said the house comes furnished and
legislature this week.
he pays no rent, but neither does he own it. He said the
president must live in it, and that he would rather live there
and on campus than off campus. He knows of no president
who has refused to live in the house.
Ms. Heady has had the house redecorated in a
Southwestern flavor, including a desert wild flower stairwell
mural done by Dick and Jenny Masterson, and a large tin
chandelier that came from the old Union building.

Q, Now that the campus is finally providing "guards" for
bicycles, I thought I might buy one, but I want to know how
much hassle you have to go through with regulations and
ordinances and getting a license and all. E. N. L.
A. Unless you just want to ride your bicycle around in
your own back yard, you will have to go down to City Hall
and fork over a dollar to the treasurer's office for a license.
You may also send your age, address, zip code, telephone
number, the size, color, serial number and whether a boy's or
girl's bike to P.O. Box 1293 along with $1. You must renew
\
it every year.
"\ r
Basically, the traffic regulations for bicycles are the same
as for automobiles, you have to obey traffic control devices
like stop lights and signs and ride on the right side of the
"Oh, notlting in particular . • , what are you doing for lt••rch?"
road. However, the speeding regulation just says you may not
operate a bicycle at a speed greater than is reasonable and
prudent under the conditions then existing, which means you
can get a ticket on a bicycle even if you are going under the
speed limit.
You are allowed to carry stuff in your arms as long as you
can keep one hand upon the handle bars.
Bicycles may not be ridden on sidewalks nor on streets
where they are forbidden.
You won't have to buy a lamp, or red reflectors unless you
A~ the last meeting of the
anticipate some night riding, but you must have a bell or
(Editor's Note: Thi:; ir; the first discusiiion, the Gi•aduate
part of a two part Bema sbout the Committee concluded that it Graduate Committee, I suggested similar device capable of making a noise that can be heard
course through the University could not decide without advice, that since the Committee has no from a distance of at least 100 feet (excluding any siren or
structure on once academic and directed me to the power to implement the proposal,
Curriculum Committee. The it ought to submit the proposal to whistle).
proposal.)
In order to test whether your bicycle's brakes are
Curriculum Committee approved the faculty. I had already
the spirit of the proposal and suggested that humanity's adequate, hop on your bike, pedal it to some dry, level, clean
By PI•:TER llAR'rLEY
recommended e:tl:pcrimental problems are functionally related pavement (if you can find any) and apply your brakes. If the
I tb ink evl'ryone in the adoption in some form. As I to coercive social patterns, which
UnivE•rsity ou~:ht to !war this remember, the vo tl' was manifest and perpetuate a braked wheel skids, they're okay by Ordinance 2689 Section
destructive orientation that is also 110 (this sounds somewhat dangerous to me, so be careful-).
story.
unanimous m· near-unanimous.

Oh, you mean the conflict over
grading and the teaching
assistants? I haven't followed it
too closely. How about a little
background? I just heard some
TA's were dismissed for giving
good grades,
Well, I don't agree with the
actions of the chairman. I tend to
agree with facu tty mPmbn~·
Joseph Fashing, H.G. McCann,
Theodore Guinn, David Stratman
and Antonio Ugalde, On Nov. 18,
their statement appeared in The
Lobo, expressing their point of
view.

I

IndependentS tudy P Zan Ignored

Last fall I asked the GSA to a~lr
the faculty to considl'r a proposal
of mint>. I propost•d
experimentation with
"i ndepPndent study" degrE•es
:r~·quiting no course work. As with
the presl'nt limited number of
"indt>pendent study" hours,
pursuit of such degrees would bP
subject to faculty direction, and
so would not really be
indepPrtdl'nt.
A student working toward such
a dPgree would have to work
under at least three faculty
members, but with the student
could replacl' the faculty members
at any time. '!'his is not as loose as
it sounds: tl1e student would have
to find other faculty willing to
work with him. '!'here are other
details, too numerous to mention
l1ere.
Proposal Limited
Conversations with some of the
faculty rapidly convinced me that
such a proposal had no chance on
the bachelor's or even the master's
level. The sludent·faculty ratio is
so high o
those levels that
opposition might brush the
proposal aside on those grounds
alone, So I limited the proposal to
thP doctoral level, hoping that
doctoral students might be
entrusted with the academic
autonomy permitted in any
enlightened kindergarten.
The GSAC endorsed the
principle of my pro!Josal and
voted to ask the faculty to hear it.
· ""~'l"''te Colllmittee agre~d
<\fter extenstve

NCALetter
At the request of the Graduate
Committee I had also written to
the North Central Association,
aslcinrr whether my proposal
violated its accrediting policy. A
long time later the Association
answerPd that mv proposal does
not violate North Central policy.
By that time, summer vacation
was here.
This fall, I again presented the
idea to the Graduate Committee.
Response at the first meeting
ranged from a small minority's
hesitant tolerance to the
majority's frightened antipathy. I
was surprised, since the
Curriculum Committee had
seemed to assume as a matter of
course that some such experiment
would have to be made in the ncar
tuture. I had no reason to elCpect
that the Graduate Committee
would adopt my plan without
modification, but neither had I
any reason to expect nearly
Utlanimous hostility to the idea.
Faculty
Also, I was very annoyed to
learn at last that the Graduate
Committee does not have the
power to put my idea into
practice. The Graduate
Committee can only submit such
a proposal to the faculty. Had the
Graduate Committee been so
good ns to tell me as much a year
ago, I might have bemt able to
formulate a presetltation
consonmlt with that reality. As it
stood, the matter was tabled for a
month.

expressed in our coercive stance
toward nature, I had suggested,
quoting F. S. c. Northrop, that
the modern world is ns outmoded
as the medieval world. I had
offered my proposal as a way to
allow new modes, more
appropriate than any we can plan,
to develop without coercion.
Discussion Brief
The Graduate Committee did
not condescend to address such
issues, but was satisfied to be an
example of the kind of thing I am
protesting against. Mercifully,
discussion was very brief. The
telling argument seemed to be
that if the proposal went before
the faculty, some of the faculty
might speak in favor of it, thus
wasting the faculty's valuable
bme, which it is the Graduate
Committee's sworn duty to
protect. With the exception of
GSA President Bert Hansen, the
Graduate Committee unanimously
voted against presenting the idea
to the faculty for official
consideration.
No doubt the professors who
-voted thus can adduce many
weighty reasons why it is
necessary to protect the general
faculty's somnolence. No doubt
the general faculty would find it
unprofitable to deal with any
specific suggestion for an
ex!Jeriment that might upset the
institu tiona! patterns which now
maintain scholarship in its
impenetrable state of Mandarin
self·regard.

Q. What can the University do to you, other than kick
you out, for drinking or having alcohol on campus? W. P.
A. By the Alcohol Beverage Control laws of New Mexico,
to drink, consume, etc. alcoholic liquors (which includes
beer) on campus is prohibited. This excludes private
residences such as sororities, fraternities and President Ferrel
Heady's house. If you do commit this no-no and the campus
cops catch you, they will most likely subject you to the
torment of watching them pour your beer, etc. out in front
of you, if you aren't doing anything else.
The Statement of Policy issued by the UNM Regents
indicates that a faculty, staff or student member who
exhibits certain kinds of conduct that will adversely affect
the University's academic function (like obstruction or
disruption of teaching, theft or damage to University
property, any. act that demonstrates you may be a danger to
yourself or others, etc.) may be subject to censure, warning,
disciplinary probation, or dismissal. So it depends upon your
conduct whether you have a cop shake his finger in your
face, take you downtown and throw you in the drunk tank,
or you get dismissed from school.

(All questions should be directed to The Source c/o The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the Union. Please include your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail).

I

I,
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You know Beto, my primary
concern is the affect such grading
policies have on some Chicanos. I
haven't conducted any studies on
this question, but I suspect
Chicanos (and others) will end up
on the losing end again. I hear
that the dropout rate of Chicanos
is higher than it is for
non-Chicanos and that a majority
drop out in their freshman or
sophomore years.

You hnow, Juan, I have heard
some people say that sometimes
you appear to be naive and maybe
even pendejo, but I /mow that
you are really beginning to see

and understand what forces
operate to keep certain people in
their "place." With people like
you around, I get the feeling we're
going to win.
Anyway, Juan, while we're on
the subject of sociology. The
other day I wal11ed into Chicano
Studies and read an article
entitled "The Anthropology and
Sociology of the Mexican
American" by Octavia I
Romano-V, who is now at U.C.
Berkeley. He got his B.A. and
M.A. here at UNM and his Ph.D.
at Berlle ley.

Chalet Sabes que- the way I
looh at it, I will read and discuss
anything and everything related to
Chicanos. I have a personal
interest si11ce it is my life they are
messing with and I see that just
acting without ideas might
destroy our cosa and causa,
Any way, Romano disagrees
strongly with the notion that
Chicanos have not been active in
fightillg injustices. He mentions
the fact that Chicanos were in the
forefront of union organizing in
the mines and in the agricultural
fields of the Southwest.
Me da un coraje cuando leo Ia
mierda de estos cabrones
sociologists que empiezo a
comprender porque algunos
Chicanos habtan de mandar a la
chingada a esos que piensan que
nuestra cultural y muestro pasado
'Y nuestro movimiento no vale Ia
pen a.
I hnow that most of us
Chicanos already realize what
these supremists have been saying,
but Romano organizes his
thoughts and expresses himself in
such a way that it makes me thinll
and helps me to get a clearer
picture,
Sabes que- ese pinche
After re-reading the article and Edmonson has a study on "Los
discussing it with some camaradas. Monitos" from right here in New
I got a better understanding of Mexico. He said that ", . . fatalistic
what he is saying and what it acceptance of things which 'lust
means to La Raza.
happen' are a source of wonder
and
despair to Anglo housewives
According to Romano, social
scientists- and he cites a few with Mexicano servants, but they
such as Celia Heller, William are a precise expression of the
Madsen, Munro Edmonson, Mexican attitude. "
Kluclzhohm, et at- have done a
"professional" job of distorting
our history, of perpetuating and
even creati11g myths about
Chicanos.
UNIVERSITY OF
It seems, after reading their

Violence Justifies, Spurs Violence
By ANTONIO MONDRAGON
Chicano Studies Director
The last time my Dad was
arrested for his part in the land
grant struggle in Anton Chico, the
sheriff and the deputy arrived and
the conversation went something
like this:
"Buenos dias, Senor
Mondragon. We have a warrant for
your arrest. The charge, straight
from the DA's office, is criminal
libel, for what you published in
the paper last week."
"Do you want me to go now,
or can I finish my work here?"
"You can go tomorrow if you
want to. In the morning if you
can, Incidentally, as we were
coming to serve you with this

Pre-Register for
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Evolution of canon;
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and inspiration; Critical
analysis of texts.
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warrant, we stopped by Senor
Lucero's and bought a couple of
sheep. Could you take them for us
tomorrow since you have a
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I just wonder how many
descraciados believe what these
sociologists have said about us?

I wonder how many Chicanos
themselves believe it?
.
Look, I don't want to bore you
too much, but I believe these
writings are criminal. I have the
article right here. Let me read
something else to you: "The very
nature of some of the v:zlue
orientations of the Mexican
Americans presents a barrier to
their rapid assimilation. There is a
note of fatalism and resignation in
the attitudes and behavior of the
residents and an orientation to the
present that would have to change
somewhat before they could be
expected to achieve significant
changes in their social situation."
I know this is probably old to
you, Beto, so I will ask you:
Where do we go from here?
.

Romano's article ie helpful but
the time has come to quit reacting
and start writing for ourselves;
discussing maongst ourselves and
putting these ideas together with
action. Ideas by themselves will
not produce change, but ideas and
action will produce changes,
I suggest that you begin to
attend Chicano meetings, that you
talk to Chicanos who are involved
and figure out for yourself how
you can join with others in el
movimiento. The time is now for
us to do it ourselves.

we specialize
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pickup?"
"Sure, I'll be glad to. I'll see
you tomorrow at the court

Instructor: Fr. Crews, Thl\f
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Este vato! You have been
reading. Aren't you afraid you
will be typed as a pseudo or even
a full ·fledged intellectual?

What it is Juan- they oppose
the summary dismissal of any
member of the academic
·community without a complete
hearing; they believe the chairman
JJiola ted certain principles of
democracy by acting as a dictator
and not including other member.~
of the department in his decision.
They have other comments to
ma/le, including a statement of
commitment to the rein.~tatement
of each of the assistants without
prejudice.
Incidentally, some time ago
some vatos were telling me that
Gilbert Merhx was an advocate of
progressive change and that he
was not afraid to speah out. I read
his comment in The Lobo and
apparently he too has been
influenced to go along with
"business as usual." Before I form
my opinion, howeuer, I will give
him a chance to elaborate on his
comment.

~

bema~-----------

"empirical" studies, that Chicanos
are some kind of weird sub·species
that do not fit anywhere, exc.:pt
when the~· become thoroughly
assimilated and agabachados,
According to them, Chicanos have
no history to speak of and are
stuch in what the pendejos call a
traditional culture.

Oye, Juan, what do you think
of the sit·uation in the sociology
department?

Experienced Handling of
Hard fo Place Insurance
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Registration ·center
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What Do Red Chinese Think and D --~an.'
I

Ill

UN Delegate Fears Diabetes Outbreak from Sugary Welcoming Speeches
By BRUCE W. MUNN
and
PEGGY POLK
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)"The Chinese have come to the
United Nations as if they were
disembarking from the Moon or
from Mars - as remote as
mythological beings - and people
want to )mow how they dress,
what they eat, what they think
and what their dreams are."
In their first week here, by
speech and behavior, the Chinese
communists have answered most
of those questions posed by
Ambassador H umberto · DiazCasanueva of Chile in a welcoming
speech when they arrived in the
General Assembly last Monday.
They dress in semi-military Mao
jackets, buttoned up to the
turn-down collar. Black is thP
rule, but non-conforming
Ambassador Huang Hua
sometimes goes in for brown or
gray, He even showed up Friday
in a western • type jacket. with a
necktie. For most, the sLandanl
accessories are thick· lensed,
horn • rimmed glasses and a
perpetual wide· mouthed smile.
They eat almost anything on
the menu in their private dining
room at the Roosevelt Hotel, a
midtown Manhattan hostelry
where they rented the 14th floor
at better than $2,000 a day. But
they want lots of hot water- for
tea and to drink straight- and
Llwy requested a Chhlese chef to
add a touch of their home
cooking.
\Vhut !ll::y thin!; ;md what they
dream- at least in international
politics- was made clear in their
first assembly speech.
·
Early Monday evening, after 55
delegates had delivered welcoming

speeches- many so sugary that the affairs of the world must be
Saudi Arabia's acerbic Jamil handled by all the countries of the
Ba1·oody privately expressed fear world, and that the affairs of the
the newcomers might contract United Nations must be handled
diabetes - Chiao Kuan-Hua, jointly by all its member states,
Peking's vice foreign minister, and the superpowers should not
took off his glasses (he is near • be allowed to manipulate and
sighted) and read a 30-minute monopolize them.
speech.
"The superpowel's want to be
He started in the low-key that superior to others and !Ol'd over
had been expected, then launched others, At no time, either today
into a frontal assault on U.S. or ever in the future, will China be
foreign policy with a passing a superpower subjecting others to
swipe at the Soviet Union.
its aggression, subversion, control,
He demanded U.S. withdrawal intedi>t'!'nce Qr lJu Hying."
from Indochina, Taiwan and .
After delivering his 2,600 ·
Korea. He said the world wanted word speech in Chinese, Chiao
revolution. He said his told nPwsmPn thron<th an
~
delegation's seating here was a interpreter:
defeat mainly for the United
"We have still a lot left unsaid
States and Japan. He ridiculed and we will say it when the time
U.S. and Soviet disarmament comes."
efforts and said they, like China,
lt was not so much what Chiao
should pledge not to be the first said in the Chinese maiden speech
to use nuclear weapons, He took to the assembly. Diplomats agreed
the Arab side in the Middle East it had been heard in essence
crisis and denounced agreements previously from Peking radio. But
behind the Arabs' back to take after an advance buildup
away their territory. He indicating that the Chinese
championed the Palestine communist delegation would play
refugees,
a low·key role and exude
He supported the claim of affability in their first assembly
Latin American countries to a session, the speech angered U.S.
200-mile limit to their territorial Ambassador George Bu.lih.
In a statement carrying
waters and the "struggles
unfolded against economic Washington's fu.ll approvalplunder" by the petroleum- informed sources said the White
producing countries of Asia, House okayed it - Bush called
Chiao's speech " a
Africa and Latin America.
Perhaps of most lasting disappointment . . •
importance was the undisguised intemperate •.• standard
bid by Chiao, calling China itself propaganda , . • surprising and
an "economically backward"
nation, to take over leadership of
the "third world" of emergent
and developing countries.
"We hold," he said, "that the
(Continued {rom page 1)
affairs of a given country must be
handled by its own people, that night- a lot of high school kids,"
stated Curtis.
~tllllll--llllffi-IIIIUHIIIIhiNIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:UIIIIIIIIIlllllllilllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllillllllllllliiiiiiRIIIIIIIIIIII,\\
"We arc still having a problem
=
with the drug usage at night,"
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS
Curtis said.
~
~
In testimony before the Nov.
~
Students, faculty, staff11 meeting, Vern Curtis related
;; There are.still plenty of lWA seats available for X·Mas travel at reduced roles ;-; the incidents that occurred in
;; to las Angeles, Chicage>, New York, San Froncbco, and Dallas. Reservations for i§ October.
One incident occurred when an
these group rates must bo made as soon os possible. For more information call ~
I Rhonda a 243-1311.
~ officer asked a man with two dogs
~ to leave the Union. When the dog
catcher began to remove the dogs
f:lfmm!IIIIIIBIIIIMIIIMlflfllllUIIHHIIIUIIIIIUUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIWIIUIIlliiiUUUIIlfii!IIUIIIUil!!U!IIltlltiUIIIIHitllllttiii!Ulllll:II~IUIIIIt111liU!mriiiU!IIU!II!IIttlltiiUII~
from the Mall, the man said, "If
you touch my dogs, I'll kill you."
The man had a knife in his boot,
Guns and Knives
The same day two non-students
were fighting in a parking lot. One
man ran into the Union to clean
up the blood and the other
followed with a rQck, the other
man had a knife and it was found
that one man also had a gun.
George Delaney, night manager,
in the same meeting, reported the
harrassment of employees after
work as well.
Because of these continuing
incidents, the Union Board voted
to arm the police on the second

disturbing."
Bush said Chiao launched
Peking's participation in the
United Nations "by fil'ing these
empty cannons of rhetoric,"
Bush's spokesman, Nicholas L.
King, asked at a late briefing how
"empty cannons" could be fired,
said "they must have been
muzzle • loaders."
By the end of the week, the
Chinese were making themselves
at home.
The junior members of the
delegation carried out staclts of
documents for U.N. homework,
By Friday the Chinese had taken
theh· seat in at least three of the
seven standing assembly
committees and planned to be
l'epresented in all by individuals of
their 50-member delegation.
They still trooped out, for the
most part, to go to their hotel in
rented limousines for lunch. They
wel'e doing some social visiting to
other delegations- especially the
23 that sponsored the . Oct, 25
resolution by which the Assembly
seated the Chinese communists
and ousted Chiang Kai·Shek's
Nationalists.
There was no indication that
they had yet carried out the
diplomatic convention of making
courtesy calls -as "new boys" on the other delegations.
By midweek, Chiao and Huang
were strolling into the delegates'
lounge and ordering tea or coffee.

Previously, they had come in only
with the Albanian or other
friendly delegates, Some of the
Chinese even ordered beer.
Nobody found them, however
partaking of hard liquor in th~
bar.
Tsien Szu·Chieh and Yeh
Chi·Hsiung, correspondents for
the New China News Agency
(NCNA), were installed in the
former office of Antara, the
Indonesian News Agency, which
no longer has a corr~?spondent
here.
They confided to a few other
correspondents whose offices they
visited that they had been
:required to file to Peking the full
texts of all of Monday's
welcoming speeches- a file
running to 156 double- spaced
typewritten pages, in English.
There was an abortive move to
oust. C.C. Lin, longtime
correspondent for Nationalist
China's Central News Agency,
from his office. But the U.N.
Correspondents Association
(UNCA) objected and Linalthough required to double up in
his quarters with another
newsman -kept his office.
The NCNA men had not yet
applied for membership in UNCA,
a 225 · member organization of
which 70 are Americans. In other
capitals, it has been the
Communist Chinese practice to
demand expulsion of Nationalist
Chmese members before joining
such organizations.

Union Board Cites lmpr·ovements During 71
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shift during the week and all day
on weekends.
The basis for this particular
decision was that the Union is
occupied largely by non-students
on weekdays during the second
shift, and all day on weekends.
In their report to the Regents
the Union Board stated this is not
"one panacea that will solve the
ills but if intelligently carried out
will go a long way."
Alternatives
"The Board is prepared to iake

(Please turn to page B)

Violence Justifies Violence
(continued from page 3)

house."
I relate this merely to give an
idea of the differences in conduct
of people from a highly civilized
society, where the cops do not
feel it their responsibility to crack
heads in order to do their duty.
The tactics of dissent follow
along a similar parallel. The
question of honor and respect
comes first, After that, anything
goes. 1£ it works, it's a good tactic.
Let's take "violence," for
instance. We take a very

Have yotl visited a
:~r:

whatever action necessary ranging
from doing nothing as has been
the policy in the past, to closing
certain areas such as the food
service areas, restricting use to the
University community onl~·, or
closing the building entirely."
The Union Board is looking
into the possibility of having ID
checks. Several other universities
have had to .resort to this measure
and the Union Board is in the

Basket Shop lately?

-~&!1

philosophical and pragmatic view
there. We do not believe in
violence because it, by definition,
means violating someone's rights.
But if that someone used
violence first, then he is the
aggressor and has thereby
forfeited his rights. Therefore, we
can do anything we want to
against him and you cannot call it
violence, (Thus the Mexican
standoff, where each party waits
for the other to give him a good
reason to use force with
justification.)
We don't believe in violence,
but we believe in force against the
violent. That violence might be
physical, legal, economic, etc.
Even existential.
So when the Chicano moves
(and this is something which the
uncivilized find hard to
understand) he fights to the death
because he first justified it by
honor, dignity, the highest
Heavenly court, and his ce~opect
for humanity.
And no aggressor or oppressor
has any right to moralize about
our actions! He forfeited that
already.
And please don't ask us to
make our tactics of dissent
proportionatl! to our grievance.
We can't yet.
We don't have any nuclear
weapons.

•

Having Trouble Writing Home?
Ilave the Lobo Do It For

You!

VISIT US FOR ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS
ANO SEASONAL GIFTS

One Year ... $7.oo
All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your horne is
send $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 37106 or come by the
office, JournaJigm buildin~, room 205 at the ('Orner of Central
tlild Yale.

Coronado Center

296-5559
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LA Orchestra 'Workman-Like!' t"~ot Brilliant
UNM got a close view Friday
night at Popejoy Hall of jet-set
conductor Zubin Mehta and the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, the
o rchestrii" which he has
transformed into one of the
world's greatest.
Mehta conducted Mozart's
"Symphony in D·Major" K 297, a
portion of Wagner's "Tristan and
Isolde," and Ives' "Symphony, No.
1," all with precision and flair.
The Mozart "Symphony in
D·Major" is basically a stringed
affair, with little I)<llCUssion or
winds participation. The 18th
Century music was scored for a
smaller orchestra than was typical
in the 19th Century, which
accounted for the fact that only a
portion of the Philharmonic was
on stage for the opening piece.
The work is low-keyed by modern
standards, and contemplative.
Mozart originally composed
"Symphony in D·Major" while
living in France and the work is
a 1so known as the "Paris
Symphony,"
Flash-Bang
''Tristan and Isolde" is
well-known Wagner. It contains all
the flashes and bangs for which
Wagner became famous. Mehta
showed in this piece the dynamic
range and the sustained emotional

BEF Reinstates BBA

The state Board of Educational
Finance (BEF) Saturday
re-affirmed their support of
continuation of the BBA program
at UNM's School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.
The request for the BEF action
came from UNM ASUNM
President Ken White, a non-voting
member of the board.
White has been active in
attempting to reinstate the BBA
program, which was phased out
this year.
White argued the questions of
the PHD in business, approved by
the BEF in October, and the BBA
were linked financially, and that
attempts to separate them were
wrong.
Approval of the PhD has been
blocked by the state Finance
Board, which bas deferred its
decision on the new degree until it
receives more information on the
total degree offerings of the
business school.

The decision on the BBA
program was referred back to the
UNM Board of Regents. The BEF
does not have authority to make
final decisions on degree offerings.
A study prepared by the BEF
two years ago at the request of
the legislature, recommended the
bachelor's degree in business be
continued,
''No one is against the PhD,"
White said, but questioned the
value of a doctoral offering in a
state with a poor job market.
ASUNM Vice President Jack
O'Guinn argued discontinuation
of the BBA "would put a burden"
on students working full or
part-time.
"It would put a burden on
these students to send them to
another school to get their
bachelors," O'Guinn said,
The business school at UNM is
currently studying the school's
degree offerings.

Throwaway Cars to be Developed
WOLFSBURG, Germany (UPI)
-European car manufactuxers are
developing a throwaway
automobile costing $300 to $400
that can be scrapped after about
9000 miles a European magazine
reported Tuesday,
At the Volkswagen plant they
laughed at the idea.
The report in the Magazine
Europa said several
manufacturers, including Volvo of
Sweden, Toyota of Japan and
Volkswagen were studying the
idea and one European firm had
tested a prot~ type to be displayed
at the New York Auto Show next
Spring.
"What's it going to be made of,

paper?" laughed a Volkswagen
spokesman Tuesday. "Here we are
looking for ways to make cars
safer and safety costs money."
"It's impossible to make cars
cheaper than they are now," he
added. "I think that's the attitude
of all manufacturers. Believe me,
there's absolutely no truth in this
as far as Volkswagen is
concerned."
Europa said the irrst model is
not expected to be offered to the
public until 1975. The magazine
said the vehicle's body would be
stamped from a single sheet of
me tal and would have an
inflatable rubber bumper around
it for safety purposes.

The New Mexico Lobo Is published
dally every regular Week of the Uni·
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or the University o£ New Mexico, and is
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que, New Mexico, 8710S, Subscription
rate is $7 for the academic year.
The oninions _eXJ)i'¢58ed on the i editorial Pages of The L<>ho arc those or
the author solely, Unsigned opinion is
that of the editorial board of The L<>bo.
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versity of New Mexico.

Racism Corrodes A me rica
NEW YORK (UP!)- The
president of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews
(NCCJ), Sterling W. Brown, said
Sunday that the polarization of
American society along racial·and
ethnic lines continues to corrode
American life.
Speaking at a meeting at which
retired Gen. Lucius D. Clay and
Mayor Walter E. Washington of
the District of Columbia received
the NCCJ's 7th annual Charles
Evans Hughes Award, Brown said
prejudice against blacks, Puerto
Ricans and Mexican · Americans
was "the most depressing scene or
our seething society."
He said the problems of
minorities and the inner cities "is
a social problem or immense
proportions that affluent whites
can only ignore at our nation's
peril, and therefore their own.''
Referring to the busing of
school children to achieve racial
integration in public schools,
Brown said, "The NCCJ is
committed to integration as a
method of improving education
for all, It is not withir the
province of this organization to

say when busing to schools is
requisite, but we ask that the
courts' rulings in each .situation be
obeyed."
Brown continued, "T"et us use a
little common sense and view
busing for what it is: a method of
transportation used daily by 40
million American children as a
method of securing better
education."
Clay and Major Washington
were honored for "courageous
leadership in governmental
service."
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Meant for
each• other
smce
time began.
~Carved

the Love Ring ,
people

The audience, in classic
Albuquerque fashion, blew it.
Between movements a seif ·
appointed ch,;ering section lept in
applause, much to the chagrin of
the conductor. Apparently- the
yokels learned these tricks from
their acquaintance with rodeos
and football games,
One poor idiot, sitting in front
of me, tried to lead a standing
ovation at intermission! (One
simpleton yelled "Bravo!" at the
concerts' conclusion; fortunately
he was the only one to do so.)
Mehta was very effective at
showing his anger and shot back
several times with looks that
could injure if not kill.
Not Bri11iant
In so far as this writer is
concerned, having attended
Mehta's concerts regularly in Los
Angeles, the performance was
workman-like, not brilliant as
some have suggested.
The concert was not highly
attended by students, which was
unfortunate. The prices, reduced
as they were, did not attract very
many though I know of several
students who would have gone
had the prices been more
reasonable,
Tim Hunter

-----

Thanksgiving Day is
Thursday the 25th of
November.
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cutom framing
ready made frames
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complete selection of
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Is Peace Corps
away to
Consciousness Ill?
as suggested by Charles Reich
in "The Greening of America"

No. 61

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

pitch which a large orchestra is
capable of generating. At times
the hall seemed scarcely large
enough to hold the mighty
effusions and blasts, The listener
was swept along in a torrent of
music into the myth on which
Wagner based this dramatic piece.
Ives' romantic "First
Symphony" resembles the work
of Dvorak strongly in much of the
melody. The chal'acter is irregular,
though not so much as Ives' other
well-known music, for example
"Three Places in New England."
There wel'e two encores at the
conclusion of the Ives symphony,
the last scheduled piece of the
evening, and in these Mehta, who
was obviously prepared, further
showed the incredible power of a
full symphony. The first piece was
·a selection from Ravel and the
second was a Dvorak Slavonic
Dance, In both cases the music
was strong and familiar, though it
kept a number of people guessing
as to title and composer.
Performer
The ,Los Angeles conductor
resembled a bull-fighter with his
shiny, locked heels and rapid hand
movements. He knows he is the
main act in the pel'formance, and
shows it in his studied walk and
contemptuous mannerisms.

Zubin Mehta
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More than baskets meet the eye.

Lobo Review

Empathetic. Individually expressive.
One-to-one. Non-organizational. ...
These are some of the characteristicG
of Consciousness Ill which Mr. Reich
ascribes to a growing number of to·
day's younger generation. Joining
the Peace Corps, according to him,
is one of the ways of breaking out of
the mold of the more conventional
Consciousness land Consciousness 11.
It will no doubt remain for history to
judge the validity of Mr. Reich's the~
sis. In our view, the Peace Corps'
potential for personal development
necessarily depends on the individual.
We can make no promises about the
ways to Consciousness Ill.

But what we can promise to every
Peace Corps Volunteer is a demanding, fully absorbing, two-year job of
helping people help themselves in
one of the developing countries of
the world. We can also promise an
unusual opportunity for personal in·
volvement and a unique chance to
reach beyond yourself •
The rest is up to you. Send in the
coupon.

fPEAcEco;;,---------1
I
Iniiiii'O~-~"
I
1 Washington, D.C. 20525
I
1 Tell me more about me and ihe Peace
1 Corps.
I
•
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Wolf pack. Tromps Wyoming, 49-13

Arizona Tearns Split With N·on . . League Foes

WA~C

End Home Season With Big Effort·
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Whl'n two teams go ottt on the
same field, both virtually out of
contention for the league
championship, there may not be
such motivation to play all-out
football.
Not the cas() Saturday
afternoon at University Stadium,
as the UNM Lobos closed out
their home season with a 49-14
win over Wyoming and second
place in the WAC.
The loss for Wyoming meant
they didn't finish the season
eithlilr on a 'vinning note or a
winning record (they finish 5-6)
under first- year coach Fritz
Shurmur.
Cowboy quarterback Gary Fox,
total offense leader in the WAC,
needed three TD passes to set a
season record for the Cowboys,
but Fox threw for no touchdowns
Saturday.
Long Gets 181
While the fabled Fox was
putting 160 yards total offense
into his game column, well below
hi.s average, New Mexico
quarterback Rocky Long
collected 181, including 101 on
the ground. Long hit 3 of 4 passes
for SO yards and a touchdown.
Meanwhile, junior halfback
Fred Henry carried the mail 13
times for 111 yards and became
the first player in Lobo history to
surpass the 1000-yard mark ln
rushmg for a single season. In the
nine games Henry has played in
this season, he has gained a total
of 1016 yards.
Halfback Nate McCall led the
crushing Lobo ground attack for
the day, gaining 131 yards in but
11 carries for well over 10 yards a
carry average. McCall and the
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Lobos ran for a net 428 yards
during the day.
ASU No Fluke
When UNM failed to get as
much as a first down on the
game's opening drive, things
looke·d as if Wyoming's brilliant
thre{• quarters against Arizona
State l:~st week weren't a fluke at
all. Tony Letuligasenoa fumbled
on the first snap of the game, but
Henry recovered. Two keepers by
Long yielded but six yards and
sophomore punter Bruce Boone
found himself kicking the ball out
of the Lobo back yard.
Then Fox and the Cowboys
executed a smooth scoring drive
that emanated from their own 45.
Halfback Scott Freeman, who was
field general for the Pokes last
year, began the drive with a
12-yard end - around run, and
ended it \vith a three · yard end around run to put the Cowboys in
the lead 7-0 with only five
minutes gone in the game.
Wyoming's nine play, 55-yard
scoring drive was the reality that
brought New Mexico to its senses.
In five well - executed plays the
Lobos drove 81 yards for the
tying run, and after two short
gainers by Henry and himself
hauled in a well-timed Long pass
and ran to the Poke 25,
I:Iartshorne Gets 96th
Henry then took a Long
handoff and sped 25 yards for the
tyhtg TD. Joe Hartshorne added
his first of seven extra points to
make it 7-7. Hartshorne has
missed but three PAT's since he
came to UNM, and is 40-41 this
season. He has scored 96 PAT's in
his three -year career.
On the ensuing Cowboy drive
the Lobo defense exerted strong
pressure over Fox, catching him in
the backfield for the first of four
times during the day. Fox had
bPen caueht only nine times this
s cason behind the line of
scrimmage. Mike Huck led the
charge from his defensive end
position, forcing the Cowboys to
punt.
The Lobos started their next
drive from their own 14, when
Henry ran the same play three
times straight fo:r 13 total yards.
Long then started the option
engines and used pitches to
McCall and Henry and fullback
Tony L.'s consistent gains to
move the ball to the Poke 7,
where McCall went around right
end for the score, The TD was
called back, however, because of a
UNM holding penalty, and Long
countered the setback with
another well-timed pass, this one
to tight end Pat Curran for a
22-yard TD strike,
Offense Collapses
At that point the Cowboys'
offense not only sputtered but it
completely collapsed when on the
first play of the ensuing drive
cornerback F.red Ratzlaff
intercepted a Fox pass.

Marked by Upsets; CSU Wins Again

By JIM PENSIERO

CSU 24-UTEP 7
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Colorado State used a bruising
ground game to upset the
dormant UTEP Miners 24-7,
giving the Rams their second
consecutive victory and first WAC
win.
Leading the resurrected Ram Utah 17-BYU 15
running game was standout
All-American kicker Marv
Lawrence McCutcheon, who Bateman connected on a 32-yard
gained 169 yards on 32 carries field goal with 65 seconds
and quarterback Dan Erickson remaining to lead the Utah
who pi.;ked up an additional 86. Redskins over Brigham Young
Overall the CSU running attack 17-15.
Early in the game it looked as if
was good for 363 yards, all of
which was necesary considering he the Cougars wouldn't have any
threw only passes, completing difficulty with the Redskins, who
came off two consecutive
one.
The formerly funky Rams heattbreakers with UNM and Utah
jumped off to a 7-0 lead in the State. With only a few minutes
first quarter when Erickson elapsed the shifty Golden
plunged over from the one, The Richards took a Bateman punt at
Miners lost any chance of quick the BYU 23, Behind some clutch
redemption when flanker Paul blocking Richards weaved around
Gibson lost a fumble after slipping defenders for a 73-yard score,
This was Richards' fourth punt
for 34 yards on an end a"ound,
There was no more scoring return for a touchdown this
until midway through the third season, giving him an NCAA
quarter when UTEP evened the record,
score at 7-7 on a 34-yard run by
The Cougars led 6-0 on
Phil Hatch, The UTEP score only Richards' return but Utah moved
aroused the listless Rams who ahead on a run by sophomore
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The Lobos capitalized on the
interception, driving 33 yards in
five plays, with Long going the
last two yards.
The next four possessions were
strictly "bog," with both teams
being forced to punt on each of
their two possessions after the
vppuBing defenses came up with
big plays,
And it was the Lobo defense
that set up the next Lobo TD,
Defensive back Don Dungan paid
a visit to the Cowboy flats, and
stole a quick Fox pass at the Poke
24, running it to the 20. McCall
spurted through the Wyoming left
side for the fourth Lobo TD on
the next play, and Hartshorne's
PAT put the Lobos in front 28-7.
Pokes Get Score
With only five minutes left in
the half, Wyoming needed a score
to stay within striking range, and
Fox alternated running and
passing plays from his own 29 to
the Lobo 9, where reserve
fullback Steve Brown found
daylight and the final Poke TD of
the day.
Still more action was in store
for the second stanza, as the
Lobos needed but 50 seconds to
drive 69 yards for a score, Long
started things with a 54-yard
zig-zag scramble that ended up on
the Wyoming 15. McCall used the
left. side to gain three and Henry

punched it in from there relatively
untouched with :41 seconds left
on the first half clock.
Ball control became the factor
of the second half, as there were
five less total possessions in that
half than in the first (16-11 ), with
the Cowboys losing the ball twice
on downs and twice on tumuverii,
and failed to score.
The Lobos added two tallies
that half, one by the second string
offense, to cap the game's scoring.
The Cowboys, surprisingly,
stayed mainly on the ground
during the third stanza, throwing
only five of 22 plays.
One Drive One TD
New Mexico's only score for
the third qUarter came at the end
of their only drive, a 12·play,
80-yard affair that ended when
sophomore fullback Rich Diller
dove over from the one.
Wyoming's first two possessions
of the fourth quarter ended in
failure inside the Lobo 10, once
on the nine and once on the two
but both times on downs.
'
A blocked Boone punt between
the two snuffed drives kept the
ball close enough to the Lobo end
zone for a magnet to pull in but
Long engineered the Lobos o~t of
the badlands the second time he
got possession of the baH.
Daylight Found
Long used seven plays, three of

quarterback Don Van Galder,
with 4;55 remaining in the first
quarter. Van Galder, who replaced
the injured Scooter Longmire
cemented himself further to that
position by connecting on 21 of
37 passes for 200 yards.
Utah widened their lead when
AI Gilreath recovered the first of

five Cougar fumbles on the BYU
20. Van Galder made a little
progress on two short passes to
Fred Graves which were good for
16 yards. A few plays later Mike
Conway slipped around left end
for the four yard score,
The Cougars were held to only
two first downs in the first half
and finally began to get moving in

the middle of the third quarter.
They took over 'On their own 47
after a Utah punt and moved the
ball to the Redskin 24 in seven
plays. The Utah defense would
give them no further ground and
they were forced to settle for a
42-yard field goal by standout Joe
Liljenquist.
Later in the same quarter the
Cougars mounted their second big
drive of the afternoon, moving
from their own 10 to the Utah
nine by the afternoon, moving
from their own 10 to the Utah
niM by the beginning of the
fourth quarter.
Three plays into the final
period fullback Steve Stratton
burst over from the one to give
the Cougars a shortlived 15-14
lead. It looked rather grim for the
Utes at this point but a fumble
recovery and Van Galderinitiated drive late the game gave
them the field position necessary
for the Bateman three - pointer.

KUNM 6-Lobo 0
Behind some spidted play and
liberal amounts of hair the KUNM
Circuitbreakers upset the highly
favored Lobo Hamburgers 6-0
Saturday morning.

The sole KUNM tally came on a
broken pass play to center Bruce
Lundy from one of KUNM's
lackluster quarterbacks.
The Hamburge):l; were no better
however, having great difficulty
moving the pigskin consistently,
They corrected their offense late
in the game but by that time it
was out of t·each. A few pass
interceptions by KUNM did
nothing to brighten the
Hamburger horizon.
The Hamburgers have nothing
to say at this point except a
tersely worded release from the
Sports Department which has
warned KUNM that their goons
won't have it .so easy when the
two meet on the basketball floor
at a yet unspecified date. The
revenge will be sweet as a sugar
beet, the release went on to say.

ASU 49-San Jose 6
San Diego 39-Arizona 10
Our friends at the wire service
had nothing on these games but
the scores. Two 1\rizona schools
split with two California schools
which only strengthens the
concept that in the long run all
things are equalized.

Matches Set for Major FootballBqwls

·~·- ·,__ '. ~ ,~

UNM outside linebacker Herman Fredenberg (60) is shown
tackling Wyoming tailback Frosty Franklin (31) during action
Saturday afternoon at University Stadium. The Lobos won the game
4~·14 behind a chincy defense and a powerful offensive showing.
Fredenberg and 21 other UNM seniors played their last game in
University Stadium before a disappointing home crowd of 13,671
fans.

Chincy

came back four minutes later to
score on two-yard plunge. The
Rams were ahead at this point
14-7 and from there they never
relinquished the lead, adding 10
points for insurance in the final
quarter.

This weelcend football fans
were finally given the teams that
will grace the major post - season
bowl games.
Nebraska, the nation's number
one team accepted a bid to play
fourth - ranked Alabama in the
Orange Bowl while secondranked Oklahoma decided to take
on fifth - ranked Auburn in the
Sugar Bowl.
The other major post season

them by Tony L,, to go from the
Lobo 1 to the Lobo 32, where his
right side keeper found daylight
and Long raced to the Poke 24.
Boone then took over and Long
left the game for the last time
before a disappointing home
crowd of 13,671 on a 44-yard
scamper.
Boone and Co. incurred some
problems and an array of
penalties, and four plays later,
after covering most of the
Cowboy half of the field, found
themselves still on the 24.
The Lobos lost the ball on
downs, but Wyoming lost it right
back when offensive center Tod
Klein, playing middle linebacker,
intercepted a fox pass.

classic, the Rose Bowl, will be the Southwest conference. Even if
filled by Pacifie-S Conference Arkansas doesn't win the
winner Stanford and undefeated Southwest they have the option
Michigan, who ended their season to play 11-ranked Tennesseee in
Saturday with a 10-7 victory over the Liberty Bowl at Memphis,
arch-rival Ohio State,
OnP hnwl that rl'~eives little
The Cotton Bowl was filled publicity but that should prove to
with Penn State, who accepted be one of the better in the relative
the bid minutes after annihilating equality of the teams involved
puny Pittsburgh 55-18. Their with the Sun Bowl in El Paso,
opponents will be either Arkansas Tex. Featured in that game will be
or Texas, depending on who wins Iowa St. and Louisiana St. Both

Victory Over AFA Puts
Polo Team in Nationals
The UNM Lobo water polo
team advanced to the NCAA
nationals by virtue of a 7-4 win
over Air Force Academy in the
final game of the NCAA Dist. 7
water polo championship
tournament held at Provo, Utah
Saturday night.
The Lobos were undefeated in
the do u b 1e - e 1i m ina tio n
tournament, beating Ut~h 14-!;,
Colorado State 15·11 in an
overtime, and Air Force 10-8
before beating them again in the
championship game,
Early in the first quarter of the
championship game the Lobos
grabbed a 1-0 lead on a goal by
Rick Klatt as the Lobo defense
completely shut out Air Force,
preventing them from attempting
a single shot at the goal.
Goals by Klatt, Jan War, Erik

Flagless Drive
The two teams lost it to each
other once more, UNM by
fumble, Wyoming by downs,
before the Lobos got it at the
Poke 36, where Boone ied a
flagless drive that ended when he
arched a 17 -yard scoring strike to
reserve tight end Bob Winkler,
Hartshorne's PAT made it final,
49-14.
In the last four games, the
Lobos have scored 189 points and
amassed at least 400 yards a game
total offense. Saturday they
collected 524 yards to 363 for the
Pokes.
Turnovers have been kept to a
minimum and Saturday both the
offensive and defensive teams
played with polish and impressive
strength.
Next week, the. 5-2-2 Lobos
travel to Honolulu for a Nov, 27
meeting with Hawaii.

Hansen and Eric Phillips in the
second quarter gave UNM a
commanding 5-0 lead at halftime,
In the third quarter the Falcons
finally got on the scoreboard with
a goal and a penalty shot but
another score by Klatt raised the
Lobo lead to 6-2.
War scored a field l!oal and the
UNM defense held the Falcons to
two final period goals as th., final
score was 7-4.
Other teams competing in the
tournament from the Dist. 7
region were Utah, Brigham
Young, Wyoming, Colorado State,
Arizona and Idaho State,
The championship won the
Lobos a berth in the nationals set
for Nov. 19-20 in Long Beach,
Calif. where the top six or eight
teams in country \vill vie for the
national water polo title.

teams sport 7-3 records, their
loss<>s cnming to only the
top·ranked teams in the nation.
LSU accepted its bid minutes
after beating Notre Dame
Saturday night at Baton Rouge.
The inaugural Fiesta Bowl in
,Tempe, Ariz. will pit the WAC
conference winning Arizona State
Sun Devils a£(ainst Florida State,
which accepted shortly after
beating Tulsa 45-10.

the
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Go everywhere in ~;tyle

with wide wal5 corduroy jeans

FREE DELIVERY
on all orders over $2.00

APOLLO PIZZA
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Call266-2212
Mon.-Sot., 6:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
931 San Mateo NE

I
Tremendous Selection
of Wire Frames
University Discount
with I.D.
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5tl Wyoming NE
255-8282
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McGovernStuinps State,

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Traineeships

Under the provisions of a
Training Gra.l'l t in Rehabilitation
Counseling from Social and
Rehabilitation Services,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, a limited number .of
traineeships, for study at the
MaRters de!!J:ee level, are available.
They pay $1800 per academic
year plus tuition and fees.
Students with undergraduate
majors in human behavior are
encouraged to apply by Dec. 1 for
the second semester. Contact Dr.
L.C. Bemardoni or Dr. W.R.
Fishburn, Department of
Guidance and Special Education.

Two flays

Christmas Flights

The National Players will
present "The Miser" by Moliere
Nov. 23 and "The Taming of the
Shrew" by Shakespeare Nov, 24
as part of the Popejoy Hall
entertainment series. Tickets are
still available in the $2 to $4 price
range. Both plays will begin at
8:15 on their respective evenings.

Anyone interested in group reduced rate flights over
Christmas vacations to Dallas
Atlanta, Miami, or any othe;
point should contact the Office of
Consumer Affairs, room 248 in
the Union, or phone 277-5605,
10·12, and 1-5 Monday through
Friday for information.

Exit Interviews

Borrowers of NDSL and the
New Mexico Student Loan
Program who will not be returning
to UNM next semester are asked
by Charles Sheean, director of the
Student Aids Office, to report to
the aids office for an exit
interview before leaving the
Museum Gift Shop
Fresh shipments of campus.
Southwestern jewelry and other
Intramural
international items have arrived
Action
and are for sale at the Maxwell
Museum Gift Shop, located in the
Badminton Singles
main gallery of the museum in the
Mike Conway, competing for
anthropology building. Hours are the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
Monday through Friday from 9 defeated Bill Raymer, also of the
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday from 10 Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, in the
a.m. to 4 p.m.
intramural badminton singles.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
run live or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to be
per word and the minimum numbl'r of
TTNM P.O. IlolC 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

~·M.M.C.N. To~orrow.

J.T.F.H.:" 11/22
I'OETHY WANTED. ILDEWILD !'HESS,
1H07 F Olympic, Lo3 Angc!C!l, Ca. 90021.
ARE YOU ASSOCIATED-WITH AFS?
Please call 277-32G3, 298-6419, 290-9673.
11/30

2)

LOST & FOUND
~-----

LOST; GRAY AND WHITE female long
haired kitten on Thursday morning at
Silver and Stanford. Reward. Call 26G5481 or return to 201 Stanford SE. 11/22
3)

SERVICES

HAVB OTHER THINGS TO DO? Let me
do your Ironing-Reasonable. University
arca--266-1654. 11/29
"IN-YOUR-HOME," TV Repair I Free estimate! I Student discount I 208-2497.
11/20
TYPING. REASONABLE RATE. 9800
Salem NE, 296-8340, 12/3
1 FREE GERMAN SHEPARD PUPPIE to
a good home. Call 266-4274 nftl>r 6:00
11/22
WILL DO TYPING-Term papers, etc.
Accurate. 50¢ pag~296-4063. 11/30
PROFESSIONALTYPING, 8 ye~rs experience, IBM electric, 268-'1629, 12/6
TUTORING--all subJects-all levels. Exverlenced, certified or college teachera.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE2!16-8100. 12/7
FlNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGitAPHY - Wedding. You or
Whatever, 242-765!:1. 12/8

4)

FORRENT

WANTED: 3 responsible students to ohare
4 bedroom home, $65.00 per month.
Covers private bedroom, kitchen, utilltles,
nnd telephone. Call Frank, 256·9101. 5-7
PM. 11/24

5)

1

FORSALE

10 SPEED DICYCLE. New men's 23% inch

Hnlcigh Rt>cord. Thomproor tubea, pedal
straps nnd lock-$140.0o-1R06 Sigma
Chi Road or call 242-2901, 11/24
63 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. Good eco:
nomlcal transportation. $496. Firm. 3102
Mountain Rd. NW, 247-9992 evenings.
11/22
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. These machines hn.ve built
in controls for sewing on buttons, monograms, etc. $35 each. Cash or terms.
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9. SundaYS 12-5. tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-Fbi multi-plex sereo-rndio wiU1
black out dial and built in stereo S-track
recorder player. With large BSR changer. And huge 6 air suspension speaker
system. Compare at $450. Limited supply--$190,95 each. Cash or terms. United
Freight Sales. 8920 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9. Sundays 12-5. ten
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
g!Cts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8

7l

MISCELLANEOUS

F ACT 0 R Y SECONDS. HANDMADE
Stoneware pottery, candles, leather goods
of New Mexico Dargn.in prices Some
thirds. Ample parking. 122GB 12th St.
NW. Hours: 11:00 am.-5:00 pm., Tuesday-Sunday, 11/22
FA C T 0 R Y SECONDS HANDMADE.
Stoneware vottery, candles. Leather goods
of New Mexico. Bnrgaln prices, some
thirds. Ample parking. 122GB 12th St.
NW. Hours: 11 :OO am·li:OO pm, TuC!ldiiYSunday,
WANTED: USED SPORTS CAR in good
condition. Call 842-5346. 11/24

Young Demos

Larry Bye of Eugene
McCarthy's campaign staff will
speak at a meeting sponsored by
the Young Democrats in Union
250-A at 3 p.m. Nov. 22.

UNION BOARD CITES .. ., ..
(continued from page 4)
process of attaining informaLion
about their procedures, said
Curtis.
Harold Lavender, vice president
of Student ~ffairs, and member
of Union Board, stated, "The idea
is to have an open building."
"We are looking into the
possibility of ID checks, I think,
to be administered after four or
five o'clock," he continued.
"With 18,000 people trying to
get in at noon, it would be
impossible," he said.
In explaining his view about the
transient population that is
prevailing in the Union, he said, "I
see no obligation to people such
as transients to use it."
"It is our responsibility to
guarantee that the Union be used
for what it should be used for,"
he explained.

UNM, on Campaign Trail
Known as one of the leading
The first announced
Democratic candidate for the doves in the Senate, McGovern is
Presidency, South Dakota Sen. campaigning mainly this year on a
George McGovern, will step up his platform of the economy.
Among McGovern's platform
New Mexico campaign this week
with a journey to the state and stands are expanded public
employment of both professional
the UNM campus.
and
non-professional workers,
McGovern will appear on
campus Nov. 24 at 10 a.m. in the increased and broadened
Union ballroom; his visit to the minimum wage, drug clinics and
campus is sponsored in rehabilitation centers, stricter
cooperation with the ASUNM control on handguns, termination
Speakers Committee and the of funding for the ABM, an
UNM Students for McGovem all-volunteer army, appointment
of women to the Supreme Court
organization.
Students for McGovern hopes and the Presidential Cabinet,
to have a voter registration table removal of J. Edgar Hoover as
in the Union lobby Nov, 23 and head of the FBI and Congressional
investigation of the activities of
24.
McGovern first campaigned for the FBI.
the Presidency in 1968 following
his election to the Senate in 1962.
Spain Summer Program
He is currently chairman of both
UNM will sponsor a summer
Senate Select Committee on session in Gijon, Spain, offering
Nutrition and Human Needs, and . upper level and graduate courses
the Senate Subcommittee on in the Spanish language and
Indian Affairs and is a member of civilization. Inexpensive means of
the Committees on Agriculture transportation are available.
and the Interior.
McGovern is the author of Further information may be
obtained at the Office of
three books: "War Against Want," International
Programs nnd
"Agricultural Thought in the
Services,
1717
Roma,
NE.
Twentieth Century," and "A
Time of War/ A Time of Peace."
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Package Liquor

MICKEYs

SCHLITZ

Malt Liquor

3.84 case

.96 G-pk

Stout

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

Calling U
Monday, November 22,1971
Campus Crusade for Christ, 9-ll
a,m., Union 231·A
President Heady, 1:3o-2:30 p.m..
Union Lobby
Young Democrats, 3-5 p.m., Union
25o-A
Panhellenic Council, 3:30.5:30 p.m.,
Union 230
La Societe du Cinema, 3:30, 7:30
and 9:30 p.m., Union Theater
Town Club, 7·8 p.m., Union 230
Town Club, 7-9:30 p.m., Union 253
Campus Crusade for Christ, 8·10
p.m., Union 231 A·B
Chi Alpha, 8:30.10 p.m., Union
231-D
DID YOU KNOW?

r---------------,1

1

HOLIDAY TRAVEL PLANS?

I

-Thanksgiving-Christmas-

I

I,

I·

I
I
I

Don't walt too fate •••• Calf our travel special·
ists today to plan a happy holiday trip to visit
loved ones or to get away for relaxation.

I
I
I

I
I

All details
handled

1
1

No charge for
our services

I
I
1I IMPERIAL ~~~v,~~:~!!~~.~i~;~~!,~J. 1
I
-Friendly personalized servi-

That cadets are given jet fighter
orientation rides during summer field
training. Go Air Force ROTC.

·1
.I
L
---------------

1
I
I

FORSALE

SAMOYEDS (White Xmas dog). $110 and
up. Quality pups, Cholewkn 298-6879.
11/30
3M BOOKSHELF GAMES. Complete llbrll!'Y. Games, Garnette! and complex
vuzzlers. Your one stop toY shop. In
Nob Hill Shopving Center. Lad and
Lnss Toys, UGOO Central SE. 11/22
LEVI'S DLUE JEAN BELLS. Large
shipment arrived 11-18-71. We have your
size NOW Ill Lobo Men's Shop 2120
Central SE. 11/30
1/3 CARAT DIAMOND Engagement Ring,
$125 or best offer. Call 242-6896. 11/30
20 percent discount on Tents, backpacks,
11Jeeping bags, books, Cood, boats and acCCIISorles. Co-op membel'll receive 26 percent discount. Trail Haus, 1031 San
Mateo SE.
FREAK DUS - 1964 VW Home-made
camper. Rebuilt engine, good tires.
$795.00. ~ 256-6550 or 842-8808. 11/22
1972 NUDIST ealendar11-12 Dig colorful
pages, beautiful Albuquerque girls. Send
SZ cash or check: Sunbather, Dept. L,
Box 8514, Albuqucl'QUe 87108. 11/30
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER. CaD Mel ext.
4532 days, 877·9259 evenings, 11/19
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student:
247·9170. Pinon and cedar. Student dis·
count. 11/24
SUPER 8 Movie Camera. New fantastic
color. 277-5365. 11/29
MUST SELL 61 VW BUG, Radio, excellent
condition, $1050 or best offer. 242-1114.
11/22
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Svcaker-Automat!c Level Record!ns:.
277·4296, 20/12
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. SAVE
30·1)0~~ on Diamond _rings, 344·6349, 1/25
KASTLE 205s with Marker Dlndlngs
Lange Boots, size 8%. Barrecra£ter poles.
Used 1 scMolt. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $11.i0. Sec McDonald at Journalism
205 ntter 4,
80 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30·$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 266-6987. 12/20
1904 VW CAMPER BUS. Must go this
month, best offer. Cnll 256-7786. 11/24
BJ,ACK CAR A C U L LADIES COAT.
Wnrm, elNmnt. $75. DYNAMIC READ·
ING t:UUitSio.J. l•'urst's Memory Course.
H•,th n1•\". ~.H'i. o·::\•1•. :\flo.: T'hl'hn, ~.H.
!ei~. ll.-'2!

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

_ _...

FREE
IICKET
DELIYOY 2329

*

Business or Pleasur•
Irani call

Block
north of

294•1479

WISCONSIN, NE

Hoffmantown
shopping

center

CLA§§KFXEJD
ADVER'][l§KNG
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
l. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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